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serum (Omega Scientific) in RPMI 1640 with 10 mM HEPES buffer, 2 mM l-glutamine,
100 U ml21 penicillin and 100 mg ml21 streptomycin (all from Cambrex BioScience).
T-cell clones were expanded with IL-2, assayed on day 9 or 10 post-stimulation and
re-stimulated as previously described11.
Antigen reactivity was examined using irradiated (5,000 rads) Priess EBV-transformed
B cells (homozygous for DRB1*0401) or QBL B cells (homozygous for DRB1*0301)
pulsed with peptide (250 mM for Fig. 1a) in the presence or absence of antibody
(10 mg ml21 anti-DR LB3.1 and anti-DQ IVD12) for 2 h, washed and plated in triplicate at
50,000 cells per well with equal numbers of T-cell clones. Each T-cell clone was also plated
onto plate-bound anti-CD3 antibody (OKT3; 0.05 mg per well) to assess the viability of
each clone in each experiment. After 48 h, 20 U ml21 IL-2 was added to each well.
Supernatants were collected after a further 24 h for measurement by cytokine ELISA (BD
PharMingen). For testing of T-cell clones from the type 2 diabetic subject NC1, irradiated,
autologous pancreatic draining lymph node cells were pulsed with pools of peptides (each
at 250 mM) for 2 h, washed and plated at 120,000 cells per well with 50,000 T cells. The
remainder of the assay was as described above.

Sequencing of T-cell receptors
RNAs were isolated using the standard RNAzol method (Tel-Test). Complementary DNAs
were synthesized using Superscript Reverse Transcriptase (Gibco) and oligo dT as the
primer for reverse transcription. PCR primers for both Va and Vb families were designed
and grouped according to refs 31 and 32. PCR products were purified from agarose gel and
subjected to DNA sequencing (Brigham & Women’s Hospital Sequencing Facility). The Va
and Vb sequences obtained were aligned against the ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) database.
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On induction of cell differentiation, distinct cell phenotypes are
encoded by complex genetic networks1–3. These networks can
prevent the reversion of established phenotypes even in the
presence of significant fluctuations. Here we explore the key
parameters that determine the stability of cellular memory by
using the yeast galactose-signalling network as a model system.
This network contains multiple nested feedback loops. Of the two
positive feedback loops, only the loop mediated by the cytoplasmic signal transducer Gal3p is able to generate two stable
expression states with a persistent memory of previous galactose
consumption states. The parallel loop mediated by the galactose
transporter Gal2p only increases the expression difference
between the two states. A negative feedback through the inhibitor
Gal80p reduces the strength of the core positive feedback.
Despite this, a constitutive increase in the Gal80p concentration
tunes the system from having destabilized memory to having
persistent memory. A model reveals that fluctuations are trapped
more efficiently at higher Gal80p concentrations. Indeed, the rate
at which single cells randomly switch back and forth between
expression states was reduced. These observations provide a
quantitative understanding of the stability and reversibility of
cellular differentiation states.
Complex gene and protein networks store cellular memory by
creating two or many discrete, stable states of network activity4–6.
The generation of bistability by simple feedback loops in synthetic
circuits is well understood7–10. However, naturally occurring networks, in particular in eukaryotic organisms, possess a complex
organization of multiple nested feedback loops, making an analysis
of system dynamics disproportionately more complicated11,12.
These networks are exemplified by the galactose signalling pathway
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in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Despite extensive data on its
molecular interactions, a prediction of its dynamical system behaviour a priori is challenging13,14. The galactose signal propagates
through a four-stage signalling cascade. At the uppermost stage is
Gal2p, which imports extracellular galactose into the cell. Subsequently, intracellular galactose binds to and activates Gal3p
(refs 15, 16). At the third stage of this cascade, the activated Gal3p
binds to and sequesters Gal80p in the cytoplasm, depleting Gal80p
from the nucleus17. The transcriptional activator Gal4p, which is
constitutively bound to promoters of the GAL genes18, is then
released from the inhibitory action of Gal80p and activates
expression of genes at the output of the cascade, including GAL1,
GAL2, GAL3 and GAL80. Because an increase in Gal2p and Gal3p
concentration results in enhanced transcriptional activity, these
proteins close two positive feedback loops. The opposite holds for
Gal80p, which is part of a negative feedback loop. To read out the
Gal4p activity in single yeast cells we monitored the expression of
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) driven by the GAL1 promoter
(Fig. 1).
Because the GAL regulatory network contains two positive feedback loops, this network has the potential for exhibiting multistability. A convenient experimental way to probe for multistability
is to subject the network to different initial conditions and explore
whether the network gets locked in different stable expression states.
We therefore grew wild-type cells for 12 h either in the absence of
galactose (‘raffinose history’) or in the presence of 2% galactose
(‘galactose history’) and subsequently for a further 27 h at various
concentrations of galactose. Raffinose was chosen as a neutral
sugar because it neither activates nor represses the galactoseregulated genes19. To maintain a constant concentration of galactose
in the culture medium, cells were grown at low densities so that
galactose depletion was negligible (Supplementary Table S2). In
Fig. 2a expression histograms are shown for wild-type cells for
the two initial conditions and several galactose concentrations. At
low galactose concentrations, cells have a basal expression of
YFP reflecting low Gal4p activity, whereas at larger galactose

Figure 1 The galactose signalling pathway. Red arrows denote the four-stage signalling
cascade in which the external galactose signal controls the transcriptional activity of the
GAL genes. The galactose-bound state of Gal3p is denoted by Gal3p*. Pointed and blunt
arrows reflect activation and inhibition, respectively. The double red arrows represent
shuttling of Gal80p between the cytoplasm and the nucleus. The blue arrows denote
feedback loops established by Gal2p, Gal3p and Gal80p.
NATURE | VOL 435 | 12 MAY 2005 | www.nature.com/nature

concentrations YFP expression is more than 100-fold higher,
reflecting high Gal4p activity. The response to the two different
initial conditions depends strongly on the galactose concentration.
At low (less than 0.012%) and high (more than 0.35%) galactose
concentrations the expression distributions after 27 h do not
depend on the history, and typically reach a steady state after 6 h.
We classify this behaviour as history independent (absence of
memory) because the system approaches the same unique
expression distribution when coming from different initial conditions. However, for intermediate galactose concentrations the
expression distributions obtained from the two different histories
are significantly different and the system displays a memory of the
initial galactose consumption state. We classify this behaviour as
history dependent (persistent memory) because cells become stably
locked into two different expression states for periods much longer
than the history-independent system would need to reach steady
state. Similar behaviour is obtained when different promoters with
Gal4p-binding sites are used (Fig. 3a) to drive YFP expression. In
addition, a strong correlation between promoter activities is
observed when the activities of two different GAL promoters are
simultaneously monitored in single cells (Supplementary Fig. S1).
This implies that the transcriptional activity of the GAL1 promoter,
and therefore YFP fluorescence, is a faithful reporter for Gal4p
activity.
To pinpoint the network interaction responsible for the persistent
memory we systematically interrupted the three feedback loops. We
found that the positive feedback loop mediated by Gal2p was not

Figure 2 History-dependent experiments reveal the regulatory interaction necessary for
persistent memory. Expression distributions were obtained from at least 10,000 cells and
are plotted as a function of log(YFP fluorescence). Day-to-day variation in the expression
histograms is typically less than 5%. Blue and red distributions denote cells that were
initially grown for 12 h without galactose (but with 2% raffinose) and with 2% galactose
(and 2% raffinose), respectively. After this initial incubation cells were grown for a further
27 h in various concentrations of galactose as specified. a, Wild-type strain MA0207.
b, Dgal2 strain MA0215. The intensity of the high state is about 50-fold smaller than wild
type. c, GAL3 loop knockout (MA0182). A doxycycline concentration of 0.05 mg ml21 was
used. For this concentration the Gal3p expression corresponds to 80% of the Gal3p level
observed in a wild-type strain induced with 0.5% galactose (Supplementary Fig. S2).
d, GAL80 loop knockout (MA0188). A doxycycline concentration of 0.05 mg ml21 was
used. For this concentration the Gal80p expression is very similar to the Gal80p level
observed in a wild-type strain induced with 0.5% galactose (Supplementary Fig. S4).
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necessary for memory storage (Fig. 2b). gal2D cells still display
history-dependent behaviour, although the expression difference
between the two states is reduced. In this case galactose is taken up
by non-essential sugar transporters20. The non-essential nature of
this feedback loop for memory storage contrasts with prokaryotic
metabolic networks, in which positive feedback through sugar
transporters often defines the dynamics of the system21.
To explore the role of the feedback loops through GAL3 and
GAL80 we constructed loop knockouts in which the feedback
loop was interrupted by replacement of the endogenous, Gal4pdependent, promoter by an externally inducible, Gal4pindependent, PTET promoter. The capacity of storing the initial
galactose consumption state was abolished by disrupting the GAL3
loop. Irrespective of initial conditions, the cell population
approached the same unique distribution (Fig. 2c). The mean
expression level increased gradually with increasing galactose concentration, in contrast to the discrete transition observed for the
wild-type and gal2D cells (Fig. 2a, b). This behaviour was observed
for the entire GAL3 expression range examined (from 5% to 300%
with respect to wild-type Gal3p levels; Supplementary Fig. S2) and
shows that feedback through Gal3p is necessary for memorizing the
initial metabolic state in the wild-type network. A slow response of
GAL genes has been observed in strains lacking a functional GAL3
gene, several days after induction with galactose22,23. The effect of
this long-term adaptation depends strongly on which medium or
carbon source is used. In our medium, with raffinose always present
as a carbon source, long-term adaptation is not observed within
120 h after the addition of galactose to the medium and is therefore
not relevant for the memory experiments (Supplementary Fig. S3).
When Gal80p was expressed constitutively at concentrations
comparable to those in the wild type, the range of galactose
concentration over which this system displayed persistent memory
was significantly widened in comparison with wild-type cells
(Fig. 2d). This is consistent with the earlier observation that the
positive feedback through Gal3p is necessary for memory storage.
In wild-type cells the negative feedback through Gal80p effectively
weakens the effect of the positive feedback through Gal3p and
therefore decreases the persistent memory region in comparison
with the GAL80 loop knockout in which the negative feedback is
abolished. For a high concentration of galactose (more than 0.1%)
the expression distributions after 27 h are indistinguishable from
the initial conditions, showing extreme persistence of the initial
expression states. For example, cells initially grown in the absence of
galactose still exhibited the same low Gal4p activity level even after
27 h of growth in 0.5% galactose. At this galactose concentration
wild-type cells would display maximum Gal4p activity (Fig. 2a). In
this regime the initial condition determines the future expression
state, not the current concentration of galactose in the medium.
This system was systematically explored over a broad range of
GAL80 expression (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. S4). In a large part
of parameter space (galactose versus GAL80 expression) the system
displays persistent memory bordered by regions in which system
memory is absent. In the latter case the system either approaches a
state of low Gal4p activity (OFF) or high Gal4p activity (ON)
independently of the history. Interestingly, at lower GAL80
expression level a small region in parameter space was identified
in which system behaviour displayed destabilized memory. In this
region the expression distribution displayed two distinct peaks;
however, the system response was not history dependent. We
proposed that although the system has two stable states, fluctuations in the gene expression of key regulators drive random
transitions between the two states, resulting in a destabilization of
the memory. Indeed, a significant cell-to-cell variation of gene
expression levels was observed for several promoters in budding
yeast24,25.
To reveal the effect of these fluctuations on the memory, the
stability of the expression states was quantified by using the concept
230

of energy landscapes26–28. The first-order differential equation
describing the time evolution of the Gal3p concentration is analogous to the equation of motion of an overdamped particle in an
energy landscape, where the particle position is analogous to
the concentration of Gal3p. This analogy provides an intuitive
representation for the stability of cellular expression states because
minima in the energy landscape correspond to stable states that are
separated by an energy barrier (Fig. 3c). Fluctuations in gene
expression are naturally introduced by analogy with the temperature experienced by the particle in the energy landscape. A particle
trapped in an energy well at zero temperature will never escape;
however, at elevated temperatures the particle will undergo thermally activated transitions across the barrier. In this case the escape
rate is proportional to exp(2DU/k BT), where DU represents the
energy barrier, k B the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute
temperature29. The larger the energy barrier, the more efficiently
the fluctuations are trapped in the vicinity of the stable states. The
GAL system is characterized by two energy barriers: the barrier
DU OFF!ON that an OFF cell has to overcome to switch ON, and the
barrier DU ON!OFF for the opposite transition. The barrier height

Figure 3 Stability analysis of the GAL network. a, The range over which the system
displays persistent memory is similar for different strains (columns from left to right:
MA0207, MA0208, MA0231, MA0212, MA0213, MA0242) in which the reporter gene is
driven by different GAL promoters. b, System behaviour as a function of the control
parameters: the external galactose concentration and the intracellular Gal80p
concentration. GAL80 expression is controlled by a doxycycline-inducible promoter
(MA0188) and is measured relative to wild-type Gal80p expression (induced by 0.5%
galactose; Supplementary Fig. S4). Red circles indicate experimentally determined
boundaries between different system behaviours, and the black solid lines represent the
theoretical prediction based on the regulatory network depicted in Fig. 1. The critical point
is defined as C. The coordinate s defined on the path from C to the endpoint E is used in d
to demonstrate the concept of energy barriers. c, The energy landscape was calculated by
integrating the difference between the creation f (x ) and destruction rates g (x ) of Gal3p
with respect to the Gal3p concentration denoted by x. The corresponding equation is
Ðx
U ðx Þ ¼ 2 0 ½f ðx 0 Þ 2 gðx 0 Þdx 0 : d, Magnitude of the energy barriers as a function of the
coordinate s from C to E as defined in b.
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depends strongly on the system parameters. The barriers are high in
the ‘persistent memory’ region and vanish as the critical point C is
approached at lower GAL80 expression level (Fig. 3b, d).
These predictions were verified by measuring the switching rates
between the two states (Fig. 4). For this purpose we monitored the
time evolution of the expression distribution as the system
approached steady state. An example of a bimodal distribution is
shown in Fig. 4a (top graph) obtained from the GAL80 loop
knockout operating in the ‘destabilized memory’ region (Fig. 3b):
some cells had high Gal4p activity but other cells had 100-fold lower
Gal4p activity. From this mixed population, two subpopulations
were sorted representing the two extremes of this distribution
(Fig. 4a, t ¼ 0). Subsequently, these two subpopulations were
grown separately in the same medium as before sorting. The
example in Fig. 4a shows that both subpopulations relaxed back
to the same bimodal distribution. These experiments therefore rule
out static disorder and indicate that cells switch back and forth
between expression states. The switching rates strongly depended
on the Gal80p level and the galactose concentration (Fig. 4b). When
the system operated in the ‘destabilized memory’ region close to the
critical point C (Fig. 3b) the system approached steady state in
about 10 h (Fig. 4b, circles). However, if the system operated closer

to the boundary between the destabilized and persistent memory
regions this process took much longer (Fig. 4b, triangles). At
sufficiently high barriers, cells were almost irreversibly locked in
one of the cellular states.
Figure 4c shows the experimental escape rates as a function of the
calculated energy barrier. Escape rates decreased precipitously as the
height of the energy barrier increases, a correlation typical of noiseinduced transitions bounded by energy barriers. For the same
barrier height, escape rates from the ON state were larger than
escape rates from the OFF state. Indeed, the fluctuations in GAL3
expression were larger in the ON state than in the OFF state
(Supplementary Fig. S5). However, given the complexity of this
network and the presence of multiple noise sources24,25, it is unlikely
that GAL3 expression fluctuations can solely account for this
difference in switching rates.
Next we explored whether cellular memory could affect the
growth rate of a population. Increased growth rate of the ON cells
relative to the OFF cells was observed when the cells were grown in
medium in which galactose was the predominant carbon source
(Supplementary Fig. S6). Because the fraction of ON cells in a
population is strongly dependent on cellular memory, this indicates
that memory might be a significant concept in understanding the
fitness of a population in habitats in which carbon sources are
fluctuating.
The galactose signalling pathway of budding yeast has the
potential for reliably storing information on previous galactose
exposures for hundreds of generations. A core positive feedback
loop through GAL3 is necessary for this cellular memory, whereas a
negative feedback loop through GAL80 competes with the positive
GAL3 loop and reduces the potential for memory storage. Consistently, when the negative feedback loop is opened and Gal80p levels
are controlled constitutively, the memory persistence can be tuned
from hours to months. A quantitative understanding of cellular
differentiation would require a similar system-level approach to the
one that we employed for the galactose signalling pathway. Systematically opening the underlying feedback loops complemented by
stochastic and stability analyses provides a quantitative tool for
identifying network architectures responsible for the stability of
differentiated cellular states.
A

Methods
Plasmid and strain constructions

Figure 4 Stochastic switching dynamics between two stable expression states (strain
MA0188). a, An initially bimodal population (0% galactose and 0 mg ml21 doxycycline,
27 h of growth after raffinose history) was sorted by fluorescent activated cell sorting into
cells expressing low and high levels of YFP. At different times, indicated in hours after
sorting, expression distributions were measured. b, The fraction of ON cells as a function
of time after sorting in the absence of doxycycline and galactose (filled circles) and in the
presence of 0.01 mg ml21 doxycycline and 0.04% galactose (filled triangles). Black and
red solid lines (guides to the eye) reflect the sorted population that was initially fully OFF
and ON, respectively. The standard error on the fractions is smaller than 5% as
determined by reproducing a representative histogram 10 times. c, Experimentally
measured escape rates (Supplementary Information) as a function of the calculated
energy barriers. Black lines and symbols indicate experimentally determined escape rates
from the ON state; red lines and symbols denote escape rates from the OFF state. Energy
barriers were calculated with experimentally determined parameters obtained from fitting
the experimentally determined boundaries (Fig. 3b, red circles) to the network model
(Fig. 3b, solid black lines; Supplementary Information). The solid lines are guides to the
eye.
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KpnI–promoter–BamHI, BamHI–YFP–EcoRI fragments were cloned into pRS402
backbone upstream of CYC1 transcriptional terminator (for PGAL4 promoter, BglII was
used instead of BamHI). The PGAL1, PGAL2, PGAL3, PGAL4, PGAL6, PGAL7, PGAL10, PGAL80 and
PMYO2 promoter sequences correspond to 669, 960, 830, 633, 590, 724, 667, 632 and 677
base-pair regions upstream of the start codon of the respective genes. The GAL3 and
GAL80 genes were cloned downstream of KpnI–PTETO2–BamHI as BamHI–EcoRI
fragments into pRS306. PGAL3-GAL3, PGAL80-GAL80, PTETO2-GAL3 and PTETO2-GAL80
lacking the stop codon were cloned upstream of BamHI–CFP–EcoRI as KpnI–BamHI
fragments in pRS306. All strains were derived from W303. Polymerase chain reaction and
Southern blotting were used to verify the integrations. Complete descriptions of the
strains used in this study can be found in Supplementary Information.

Growth conditions and media
Cultures were grown in synthetic dropout media with the appropriate amino-acid
supplement and 2% raffinose as a carbon source. Media used for ‘galactose history’
experiments were supplemented with 2% galactose, whereas media for ‘raffinose history’
experiments contained raffinose as the sole carbon source. Cells grown overnight were
diluted to a D 600 value such that after 27 h of growth the galactose concentration in the
medium would not change by more than 10% (Supplementary Information). Cells were
grown at 30 8C. After the induction period of 27 h, the expression distributions were
determined by flow cytometer (FACScan; Becton Dickinson). For cell sorting, the
bimodally distributed cells were sorted into OFF and ON cells as indicated in Fig. 4a.

Gal3p and Gal80p levels in inducible strains relative to wild-type levels
To determine how Gal3p and Gal80p levels in strains MA0182 and MA0188, respectively,
compared with native levels of Gal3p and Gal80p in wild-type cells, strains were
constructed in which the carboxy terminus of Gal3p and Gal80p was fused to CFP. The
levels of doxycycline-induced GAL3 and GAL80 expression relative to the wild-type
expression were determined by fluorescence microscopy. We found that the addition of
0.07 and 0.05 mg ml21 doxycycline resulted in the expression of wild-type levels (wild-type
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cells fully induced with 0.5% galactose) of Gal3p and Gal80p, respectively (Supplementary
Figs S2 and S4).

Determination of galactose consumption rate
To determine the galactose consumption rate, aliquots from cultures were filtered and the
galactose concentration of the cell-free medium was analysed as follows. b-Galactose
dehydrogenase was used to oxidize galactose in the presence of 2.5 mM NADþ dissolved in
a buffer containing 50 mM imidazole and 5 mM MgCl2 pH 7.0 (ref. 30). Conversion of
NADþ into NADH was followed spectrophotometrically at 340 nm.
Received 2 February; accepted 9 March 2005; doi:10.1038/nature03524.
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In this Letter to Nature, the chlorophyll a data presented in Fig. 1d–f
and in Table S1 of the Supplementary Information are an order of
magnitude too low owing to a calculation mistake. This error does
not alter the conclusions of our paper.
A
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